B. **Word Scramble/Context:** Use the clue to help you unscramble each vocabulary word.

1. _______________ **CCCNINNOOOT** Sometimes scientists create helpful medicines from mixing together unusual substances into one of these.

2. _______________ **BCKLLOSU** Sheep and these young animals shared the same grazing land.

3. _______________ **BDDEFINOR** In some countries, it is this for women to show their faces.

4. _______________ **ADEEGGRST** The elk did this after the car bumped into it.

5. _______________ **ACEGIKNR** When my uncle sits in his rocking chair, you can hear it doing this all through the house.

6. _______________ **AEGMN** Joey’s cat returned home after being lost and had this itching skin disease.

7. _______________ **HLOSS** Mom told my brother to be careful not to do this to the floor with the soup he carried in a bowl.

8. _______________ **EEEHWZ** It seemed like a great one of these, until it backfired on me!
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1. CONCOCTION
2. BULLOCKS
3. FORBIDDEN
4. STAGGERED
5. CREAKING
6. MANGE
7. SLOSH
8. WHEEZE